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New Classes of Balanced Quaternary and Almost
Balanced Binary Sequences With Optimal

Autocorrelation Value
Xiaohu Tang, Member, IEEE, and Cunsheng Ding, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Sequences with optimal autocorrelation property are
needed in certain communication systems and cryptography. In
this paper, a construction of balanced quaternary sequences with
period � � ����� �� and optimal autocorrelation value and a
construction of almost balanced binary sequences with period� �

����� �� and optimal autocorrelation value are presented. Both
constructions are a generalization of earlier ones.

Index Terms—Almost balance, balance, binary sequence, op-
timal autocorrelation, quaternary sequence.

I. INTRODUCTION

L ET be a sequence of period
over . For any ,

define . Then is said
to be balanced if for

and
for . This paper deals mainly with two types
of balanced sequences: binary (i.e., ) sequences and qua-
ternary (i.e., ) sequences. In addition, almost balanced
binary sequences are investigated as well, which are defined by

for even and for odd .
Given two sequences and

of period over , the periodic
correlation function between and at the shift is
defined as

where is the complex primitive th root of unity.
If for an integer , where is the left

cyclic shift operator, i.e.,
in which the addition is performed modulo is
called the autocorrelation of , denoted by or simply if the
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context is clear. Otherwise, is called the cross-correlation
of and .

For applications in direct-sequence code-division multiple
access, coding theory and cryptography, balanced or almost
balanced sequences with good autocorrelation property are
preferred as balanceness and good autocorrelation are two mea-
sures of randomness for sequences. In the literature, a binary
sequence is said having optimal autocorrelation property if it
satisfies one or two of the following conditions:

P1. The maximal out-of-phase autocorrelation magnitude
is as small as possible.
P2. The number of occurrences of the maximal out-of-
phase autocorrelation magnitude is as small as possible.

If the sequence satisfies Condition P1, then it is referred to as
a sequence with the optimal autocorrelation magnitude. Further,

is said to be a sequence with optimal autocorrelation value if
it also satisfies Condition P2.

For almost balanced or balanced binary sequences of period
, the optimal autocorrelation values are classified into four

types as follows according to the remainder of modulo 4 [1]:
A) if ;
B) if ;
C) if ; and
D) if ;

where . In [1], [4], [5], [7], and [14], a number of
constructions of binary sequences with optimal autocorrelation
value have been developed. When , classes of
binary sequences with optimal autocorrelation magnitude, i.e.,

, were proposed in [16] and [17].
Known results about quaternary sequences with optimal or

best known autocorrelation were discussed in the survey paper
[14]. But balanced quaternary sequences with optimal autocor-
relation property seemed unknown until the constructions of
balanced quaternary sequences of period or

were presented very recently [8], [11], [12].
According to the aforementioned definition, we will see in
Section IV that the sequences of period in [8],
[11] have optimal autocorrelation value and the sequences of
period in [12] possess optimal autocorrelation
magnitude.

In this paper, we mainly investigate balanced quaternary se-
quences of period with optimal autocorrela-
tion value. The first objective of this paper is to determine their
exact out-of-phase autocorrelation values. The second one is to
present a new family of balanced quaternary sequences of pe-
riod with optimal autocorrelation values, which
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is a generalization of the construction in [8]. Additionally, ap-
plying the Gray mapping to the proposed quaternary sequences,
a new family of almost balanced binary sequences of period

with optimal autocorrelation value is obtained,
which generalizes the known constructions in [1] and [16].

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Interleaved Structure

In [6], Gong introduced the interleaved structure of
sequences. Let be a sequence set consisting
of sequences of period

. An matrix is formed by placing the sequence
on the th column , i.e.

Concatenating the successive rows of matrix , one can ob-
tain an interleaved sequence of period . For short, we write
the interleaved sequence as

(1)

where is the interleaving operator, and call
the column sequences of .

Let be another interleaved sequence
constructed from the column sequences

. Consider its left
cyclical shift version , where (

). It was shown that is just another inter-
leaved sequence [6]. Namely, we have

(2)

Then, the correlation function between the interleaved se-
quences and at the shift becomes the summation of the
inner products between the pairwise column sequences in (1)
and (2), i.e.

(3)

In Sections V–VI, we will, respectively, use the and
interleaved structures to design quaternary sequences and

binary sequences with optimal autocorrelation value.

B. Gray Mapping and Its Inverse

The well-known Gray mapping is defined
as

Using the inverse Gray mapping , i.e.

any quaternary sequence can be
obtained from two binary sequences

and of the same period as
follows:

Transforming the sequence into its complex valued version,
i.e.

where , Krone and Sarwate observed the following
relation between their correlations.

Lemma 1 ([13]): The autocorrelation function of is given
by

C. Binary Ideal Sequences

When , binary sequences of Type D are called
ideal sequences. According to the format of the period , the
known ideal sequences can be divided into the following four
classes [7].

1) positive integer: there are four kinds of
such sequences, i.e., (a) -sequences; (b) Kasami power
function class or the class of Dillon and Dobbertin;
(c) Welch-Gong (WG) transform sequences; and (d) GMW
and generalized GMW sequences with those sequences as
a decomposition;

2) a prime: Legendre sequences;
3) , both and are primes: twin-prime

sequences; and
4) : Hall sequences.

D. The Two Types of Legendre Sequences

The Legendre sequence of period
odd prime, is defined as

where and are the set of quadratic residues and
quadratic nonresidues modulo . In particular, is called the
first type Legendre sequence if otherwise the second
type Legendre sequence in this paper.

It is well known that Legendre sequences have optimal auto-
correlation value if or .

III. COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BINARY

SEQUENCES WITH OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION VALUE

Let be a binary sequence of
period . We say that
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is the support of the sequence . To characterize the support of
the binary sequence with optimal autocorrelation value, we need
to introduce difference sets and almost difference sets.

Let be an abelian group of order . Let be a
-subset of . The set is an difference set (DS) in

if the difference function

for every nonzero element of , where
. The reader is referred to [9] and [10] for the detailed

information of difference sets.
A -subset of is an almost difference set

(ADS) in if takes on altogether times and
altogether times when ranges over all the nonzero
elements of [1].

The balanced or almost balanced binary sequences of period
with optimal autocorrelation value are characterized by the

following [1].

Theorem 2: Let be a binary sequence
of period , and let be its support.

1) Let . Then for all
iff is an

ADS in , where if is balanced,
and or if is almost balanced.

2) Let . Then for all
iff is an

ADS in , where or
if is balanced, and or

if is almost balanced.
3) Let . Then for all

iff is an
ADS in , where if

is balanced, and or if is almost
balanced.

4) Let . Then for all
iff is an or

DS in .

IV. BALANCED QUATERNARY SEQUENCES OF PERIOD

WITH OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION PROPERTY

Let be a quaternary
sequence of period . Given , denote by

and the number of occur-
rence of 0,1,2, and 3 in the difference
with ranging over . Then, the autocorrelation of can be
rewritten as

(4)

It is seen from (4) that the best case is the perfect autocorre-
lation, i.e., for all . Such a sequence is
called perfect. However, only quaternary perfect sequences of
period 2, 4, 8, and 16 are found [14]. It is proved there does not
exist a perfect quaternary sequence of period for [3]. It
is known that the existence of a perfect quaternary sequence is
equivalent to that of a complex circulant Hadamard matrix. It is
conjectured in [2] that there does not exist such a matrix of order
more than 16. It is equivalently conjectured that there does not

exist a perfect quaternary sequence of period more than 16 [15].
Parraud obtained some necessary conditions on the existence of
perfect quaternary sequences [15]. In spite of the efforts made
by the community, the existence problem of perfect quaternary
sequences remains open.

Our first contribution in this paper is the following.

Lemma 3: There is no balanced perfect quaternary sequence
of period with .

Proof: Suppose that is a perfect quaternary sequence of
period . Then by definition for all with

. Hence

On the other hand, we have that

(5)

It follows that

Hence, we obtain

(6)

As defined in the introductory section, is balanced if
. The conclusion of this

lemma then follows from (6).

It is noticed that the proof of Lemma 3 proved a much stronger
result.

Lemma 4: The maximum out-of-phase autocorrelation mag-
nitude of any balanced quaternary sequence of period

is at least 2.
Proof: Note that

(7)

First, we prove that is even. Suppose that
. Then by Lemma 1,
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where denotes the real part of the complex-valued variable
.
For any binary sequences and

, it is well known that [5]

for some integers and . So

Immediately,
is also even. It then follows from

that
is even. Hence,

is even as well.
If , then by (7) we have . The con-

clusion of this lemma then follows from Lemma 3.

Let be a balanced quaternary sequence of period
. According to Lemma 4, we have

When the equality holds, the possible out-of-phase autocorre-
lation values are in . Assume that
takes on each exactly times when ranges
over . It then follows from (5) that

where or is a constant, which depends
on or 2 for and

for . We then have
and

which implies that

(8)

and the equality holds if and only if .
The number of occurrence of the magnitude 2 in the multiset

is

where the last inequality follows from (8). We then conclude
that is minimal iff for all with

.
Because balanced quaternary sequences of period

with nontrivial autocorrelation
and those of period with nontrivial autocorre-
lation have been presented in [8], [11], and [12],

we have the following definitions for balanced quaternary
sequences with optimal autocorrelation property.

Definition 1: When , a balanced quaternary
sequence of period is said having optimal autocorrelation
magnitude if for all .

Definition 2: When , a balanced quaternary
sequence of period is said having optimal autocorrelation
value if for all .

In the next section we will construct a large family of bal-
anced quaternary sequences of period with op-
timal autocorrelation value.

Remark 1: By Definition 2, the sequences in [8] and [11] are
balanced quaternary sequences of period with
optimal autocorrelation value. While according to Definition 1,
the balanced sequence of period in [12] has
optimal autocorrelation magnitude. However, it still needs to
be further investigated whether has optimal autocorrelation
value. In other words, it is still open if for some

is possible for a balanced quaternary sequence of
period with optimal autocorrelation magnitude.

V. THE CONSTRUCTION OF QUATERNARY SEQUENCES WITH

OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION VALUE FROM IDEAL SEQUENCES

Construction A: Let . Let
and be two binary

ideal sequences of period . The construction consists of the
following two steps:

1) Generate two binary sequences and of period as

(9)

(10)

where denotes the sequence
, in which the addition

is computed modulo 2.
2) Construct a quaternary sequence of period as

(11)

where is the inverse Gray mapping.
Let us now look at the matrix expression , and of the

sequences , and , respectively, say

Suppose (respectively, ) for some with
. By the Gray mapping,

(respectively, ). From the con-
struction of the sequences and in (9) and (10), we
know (respec-
tively, ), i.e.,

(respectively, ), where
the addition of the subscripts is reduced modulo . The
converse deduction holds as well. Then, we conclude that
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, which is equal to or , the
number of occurrence of 0 in a periodic segment of the ideal
sequence .

If or for some , similar arguments will
lead to or . Therefore,
the sequence is balanced. This proved the following theorem.

Theorem 5: The sequence constructed by (11) is balanced,
i.e.

or

Now we show that the balanced quaternary sequence has
the optimal autocorrelation value.

Theorem 6: The sequence constructed by (11) is a balanced
quaternary sequence of period with optimal autocorrelation
value, and in particular,

Proof: By Lemma 1

(12)

where the second identity comes from the simple fact that
for any two sequences and .

Given , ( and ) or (
and ), there are two cases to discuss the autocorrelation

of .
Case 1. .
For this case, . Applying (3) to the

interleaved structure of the sequences and , we get

which follows from the ideal autocorrelation property of the se-
quences and , and

Substituting them into (12), we obtain .
Case 2. .
Applying (3) to the sequences and in place of and

, we have

in which we made use of
and the ideal autocorrelation property of the sequences and
again.

Again applying (3) to the calculation of the cross-correlation
, it results in

Therefore, we have .
Summarizing the two cases above, we have proved the op-

timal autocorrelation property of the balanced quaternary se-
quence .

Example 1: Let be the binary m-sequence of period 7 given
by

and be its 3-decimated version, i.e.

where for all . Then by Construction
A, a balanced quaternary sequence of period 14 is generated as

It is easily checked that has optimal autocorrelation value

Example 2: Let , and let and be the Hall sequence
defined by the primitive root 3 and the Legendre sequence of the
same period 31. Then

and and . We have
also that if is an odd integer between 1 and 61 and

if is an even integer between 1 and 61.

Remark 2: Note that in Construction A, and can be any
two ideal sequences of the same period. It is possible that and
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are the equivalent ideal sequence with respect to the shift op-
eration, i.e., for an integer . In partic-
ular, when and , the constructed in this section
becomes the balanced quaternary sequence with optimal auto-
correlation value proposed in Theorem 3 in [8]. In the following,
we show that the sequence constructed in [8] is just a product
sequence.

Write . Then by Construction A

Let and be the th entry of the sequence and , re-
spectively. According to the inverse Gray mapping, the relation
among , and are listed in the following table:

So, we have that and , i.e.

where denotes the sequence . That
is

is a product sequence of the sequence

and the sequence , where the former is the -decimated
version of the sequence , i.e., the sequence

, and the later is a prefect quaternary sequence of period 2.
In fact, the sequence in [11], denoted by here, is the one bit

modification of the above product sequence by letting be the
Legendre sequence, more precisely

where and are, respectively, the first type and the second type
of Legendre sequence of period ( odd prime). It should be
noted that the ideal autocorrelation property is not needed for
the Legendre sequence for this case, i.e., the period can be an
odd prime with .

In summary, the construction of this section is indeed a gen-
eralization of the one presented in [8].

VI. THE CONSTRUCTION OF BINARY SEQUENCES WITH

OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION VALUE FROM IDEAL SEQUENCES

Construction B: Let . Let
and be two binary

ideal sequences of period . A new binary sequence of period
is constructed by

(13)

Remark 3: Actually, the binary sequence in (13) is a mod-
ification of the Gray mapping sequence of the quaternary se-
quence defined by (11). First performing the Gray mapping
on in (11), we obtain a binary sequence

Next, shifting the column sequences and by the
shift while fixing the column sequences and ,
we then get the sequence in (13).

Theorem 7: The sequence constructed by (13) is almost
balanced, i.e.

or

Theorem 8: is a binary sequence of period with optimal
autocorrelation value, i.e., for

Proof: Writing , ( and
) or ( and ), we consider the autocorrelation

of in four cases according to .
Case 1. .
In this case, we have , and then

Case 2. .
Applying (3) to the sequence at and , we

obtain
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Case 3. .
By (3), we have

Case 4. .
Using similar arguments for Case 2, one can prove that

for this case.

Remark 4: Construction B is a generalization of the ADS
sequences proposed in [1]. In [17], an ADS sequence was
interpreted as

where and is an ideal
sequence of period . Herein we get more sequences of period

with optimal autocorrelation value by changing the column
sequences and as and , where

is any ideal sequence of period , which may be the same as
the sequence , or a shifted version of , or a distinct one.

In addition, recall that in [16] a family of sequences of period
with optimal autocorrelation value has been constructed

using (13) by setting and , where and are,
respectively, the first type and the second type of Legendre se-
quence of period ( odd prime).

In summary, Construction B is a generalization of all the con-
structions presented in the two papers [1], [16].

Example 3: Let and be two binary m-sequences of period
7 defined in Example 1. Then by Construction B, an almost
balanced binary sequence of period 28 is generated as

It is easily calculated that has optimal autocorrelation value

The following theorem characterizes the support of the binary
sequence , which is a direct consequence from the combinato-
rial characterization of the binary sequence with ideal autocor-
relation given in Theorem 2.

Theorem 9: Let be the support of the sequence defined
by (13). Then

is a or ADS
over , where and are, respectively, the

or DS that are the
supports of the ideal sequences and .

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In this paper, we presented a construction of balanced quater-
nary sequences with period and optimal auto-
correlation value and a construction of almost balanced binary
sequences of period with optimal autocorre-
lation value. Both constructions are a generalization of earlier
ones, and produce more sequences with optimal autocorrelation
value.

Define

and

where ranges over all balanced quaternary sequences of
period with . Given that the cases of

, and are still open,
we propose the following problems.

Open Problem 1: For and ,
determine the value .

Open Problem 2: For , and
, determine the value .

Once the two problems are solved, it would be interesting to
construct balanced quaternary sequences of period achieving
the two minimum values and .
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